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Editorial
Special issue on the Programming Languages Track at the 23rd ACM
Symposium on Applied Computing
The ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC) has become the primary forum for applied computer scientists,
computer engineers, software engineers, and application developers from around the world to interact at and present
their work at. SAC 2008 was sponsored by the ACM Special Interest Group on Applied Computing (SIGAPP) and was
held on March 16–20, 2008, in Fortaleza, Ceara, Brazil. The Programming Languages (PL) Track, one of the oldest at
SAC, provides researchers and practitioners with a forum for presenting their ideas and experience in designing new
programming concepts and implementing programming languages. It includes the topics of Compiling Techniques, Domain-
Specific Languages, Formal Semantics and Syntax, Garbage Collection, Language Design and Implementation, Languages for
Modeling, Model-Driven Development and Model Transformation, New Programming Language Ideas and Concepts, New
Programming Paradigms, Practical Experiences with Programming Languages, Program Analysis and Verification, Program
Generation and Transformation, Programming Languages fromAll Paradigms (Agent-Oriented, Aspect-Oriented, Functional,
Logic, Object-Oriented, etc.), and Visual Programming Languages.
Twenty-nine papers were originally submitted to the SAC 2008 Programming Languages Track from twelve different
countries: Australia, Brazil, Chile, France, Germany, India, Italy, theNetherlands, Portugal, Spain, the UK, and theUSA. Among
those, ten regular papers were selected, with an acceptance rate of 34%. After the conference, three papers were selected
and the authors were invited to submit extended and revised versions to the special issue of the Science of Computer
Programming journal. Finally, after the journal’s strict review procedure, two papers were accepted to be presented in this
special issue, as detailed below.
J. Denny and B. Malloy. The IELR(1) algorithm for generating minimal LR(1) parser tables for non-LR(1) grammars with
conflict resolution. The contributions of this paper are manifold. Firstly, the authors show flaws in the current LALR(1)
implementation. Namely, LALR sometimes generates parser tables that do not accept the same language as was intended by
the language engineer. Secondly, they thoroughly investigate and categorize flaws introduced by LALR and introduce IELR,
a novel parse table generation algorithmwith the same benefits as LALR, but without the aforementioned problem. Thirdly,
the authors integrate the newly proposed IELR algorithm into the widely used general-purpose parser generator GNU Bison.
Finally, they show the applicability of their approach for general-purpose programming languages (C, C++, Java) as well
as for domain-specific languages (AWK, Pic). In the latter case, a language or domain engineer is responsible for developing
a grammar, but he/she is able to concentrate on the right abstractions and notation rather than the type of the grammar.
Using the new IELR algorithm, a language engineer is now free of the burden of resolving parsing conflicts by restructuring
the grammar.
M. Buss, D. Brand, V. Sreedhar, S. Edwards. A novel analysis space for pointer analysis and its application for bug finding.
The first contribution of the paper is on characterizing a space for pointer analysis approximations using three dimensions:
statement ordering (sensitive/insensitive), conditionals (deterministic/non-deterministic), andupdates (strong/weak).Most
of the current pointer analysis algorithms can be classified using the proposed dimensions. Hence, this paper enables
classification of numerous pointer analysis algorithms and provides better understanding of their relative merits and
shortcomings. The second contribution of the paper is a new data structure called an assign–fetch graph, which can be used
to explore different points within the space that the paper characterizes. The authors implemented their approach using
the tool BEAM for bug finding and applied it to industrial software. The authors report that they succeeded in detecting
numerous errors, including long-standing ones.
In conclusion,wehope that both papers in this special issuewill provide readerswith someglimpse of the research papers
presented in the Programming Languages Track at the Symposium on Applied Computing. Wewould like to sincerely thank
the Program Committee and additional reviewers for their assistance in the reviewing process.
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